
1  The statute also provides in pertinent part that such hearing may be ordered “at any time after the
commencement of probation or supervised release or prior to the completion of the sentence.”

 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,               )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

v. ) Case No. 07-TP-01-RAW
)

GENE STIPE,                                     )
)

Defendant. )

ORDER

This matter came on for hearing on August 28, 2007 on the petition for revocation of

probation.  Before the evidentiary portion of the hearing was reached, the Court raised the

issue of the defendant’s competence.  In pertinent part, 18 U.S.C. §4241(a) states the Court

may order a competency hearing “if there is reasonable cause to believe that the defendant

suffers from a mental disease or defect rendering him mentally incompetent to the extent that

he is unable to understand the nature and consequences of the proceedings against him or to

assist properly in his defense.”1  

Neither party has filed a motion requesting such a hearing, but the statute also

provides that the Court may order such a hearing on its own motion.   Additionally, §4241(b)

provides that before the hearing the Court may order that a psychiatric or psychological

examination of the defendant be conducted and that a report be filed with the Court.   Finally,

§4247(b) provides that for the purposes of the examination, “the court may commit the
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person to be examined for a reasonable period, not to exceed thirty days . . . .”  The Court has

ordered such a commitment, and this Order memorializes that ruling.

Under this statutory scheme, the district court has not only the prerogative but the duty

to inquire into a defendant’s competency whenever there is reasonable cause to believe that

the defendant is incompetent.   See United States v. Denkins, 367 F.3d 537, 545 (6th

Cir.2004).  “[T]he criminal prosecution of an accused person while legally incompetent

offends the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.”  United States v. Williams,

113 F.3d 1155, 1159 (10th Cir.1997).   This right cannot be waived.  Id. at 1160.  Therefore,

the fact that defendant has not himself requested a hearing is not dispositive.   

Competence to stand trial requires that the defendant have sufficient present ability

to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding and a rational

as well as factual understanding of the proceedings against him.   Nguyen v. Reynolds, 131

F.3d 1340, 1346 (10th Cir.1997).  In determining “reasonable cause”, the Court may consider

evidence of irrational behavior, demeanor at trial, and any prior medical opinion.   Smith v.

Mullin, 379 F.3d 919, 930 (10th Cir.2004).  Ultimately, the Court must examine the totality

of the evidence and no single factor stands alone.   Gilbert v. Mullin, 302 F.3d 1166, 1179

(10th Cir.2002).  

In the case at bar, the Court has considered the defendant’s demeanor and answers to

the Court’s questions, and his responses to questions posed to him by Magistrate Judge
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2  The defendant appeared to be drugged or under hypnosis.  He struggled to vocalize his thoughts.
When questioned by the Court he appeared to have no comprehension of an appropriate answer until
prompted by his counsel.  At one point, the Court was obliged to determine whether he was awake. 
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Shreder at the preliminary hearing.2  Also of import is the implicit suggestion in defendant’s

motion for court-appointed medical expert (#21), requesting inter alia an evaluation of

defendant’s current mental condition.  At the hearing, counsel for the government also agreed

with the Court’s view that the defendant’s competence was an issue that should be first

addressed.

The Tenth Circuit has discussed the due process implications of the pretrial

confinement of an accused in United States v. Deters, 143 F.3d 577, 582-84 (10th Cir.1998).

The present defendant, by contrast, has pleaded guilty and is on probation.   Probation creates

a conditional liberty interest protected by the Due Process Clause.   See Black v. Romano,

471 U.S. 606, 610 (1985).  A defendant in a probation revocation hearing is entitled to less

than the full panoply of due process protections accorded a defendant in a criminal trial. 

Carchman v. Nash, 473 U.S. 716, 726 (1985).     

There is no constitutional infirmity in the statutory evaluation process.   United States

v. Weissberger, 951 F.2d 392, 398 (D.C.Cir.1991).   The Court must consider the defendant’s

liberty interest, the risk of erroneous deprivation of that interest, and the government’s

interest including any fiscal and administrative burdens.  Id.  As stated at the hearing, the

Court concludes that the defendant’s brief commitment (which may well be less than the

thirty-day maximum) is sufficiently outweighed by the benefits of an examination conducted

expeditiously by a neutral expert in an impartial setting, which examination will address
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3  No information is before the Court on possible outpatient options, and from the tenor of the hearing,
it seems doubtful the parties could agree (certainly not expeditiously) on a specific option. 

4  Notably, Draco’s innovations included the first written constitution of Athens.  The constitution
and the laws were posted in public and thus made known to all literate citizens.  

5  The Court assumes defense counsel was not referring to the Draconians, a civilization of reptilian
humanoids with a sophisticated and advanced culture not unlike feudal Japan as portrayed in the British
science fiction series Dr. Who. 
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issues present in defendant’s own motion for court-appointed expert3.  The Court gives

weight to the government’s strong interest in avoiding duplicative and unnecessary

examinations.  Defense counsel described the Court’s action as “draconian.”  The etymology

of that term derives from laws created by Draco, an Athenian law scribe under which small

offenses had heavy punishments.4   The Court is not punishing the defendant, but instead is

actually seeking the best method to protect the defendant’s due process rights by ensuring

that a probation revocation hearing of a possibly incompetent defendant does not proceed.

 Cf. United States v. Hartz, 852 F.Supp. 511, 514 n.7 (S.D.W.Va.1994).  Thus, the adjective

“draconian” may be a tad harsh.5   

It is the Order of the Court, on its own motion, that defendant shall be committed for

competency evaluation.  Accordingly,

1.   The U. S. Medical Center for Federal Prisoners in Springfield, Missouri is hereby

designated as the facility and Dr. Robert Denney is hereby designated as the examiner.    The

defendant shall be promptly examined to determine whether this defendant is suffering from

a mental disease or defect rendering him mentally incompetent to the extent he is unable :

a.  To understand the nature and consequences of the proceedings against him, OR
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b.  To assist properly in his own defense; AND

2.  The defendant and the United States Probation Office for this District shall make

available to the designated facility any records, reports, or other documents in their

possession which pertain to this defendant; AND

3.   Defendant’s counsel shall cooperate with the designated facility in the processing

of the examination; AND

4.  After completing the examination, the designated facility will file with this Court

a psychiatric or psychological report on this defendant, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §§4241(b),

4247(b) & (c), a copy of which shall be provided to the defendant.

Defendant may self-report to the facility on or before September 6, 2007 at noon.  The

medical records introduced at the hearing and made an Exhibit by the Court shall remain

under seal as to the general public.

Inasmuch as defendant offered to pay for an independent expert, the costs of the

examination directed by this Order shall be borne by the defendant.

ORDERED THIS 28th DAY OF AUGUST, 2007.

______________________________________
RONALD A. WHITE
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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